
HEIMY FISCHER
7933 Tuscany Dr, Tamarac, Florida 33321 C: 954-8810304 heimyfischer@gmail.com

Talented office administrative and marketing professional with background in customer service.
Extensive knowledge of Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, QuickBooks and Trados SDL software.
With 8 years of experience in sight, bilateral, consecutive interpretation, and written translation.

Fluent in Spanish and English, both written
and spoken.
Database management
Advanced clerical knowledge
Word processing
Advanced Excel spreadsheet functions
Extensive vocabulary
Medical terminology
QuickBooks proficient
PowerPoint proficiency
Research
Blogging

Professional phone etiquette
Excellent communication skills
Articulate and well-spoken
Customer service-oriented
Flexible
Accurate and detailed
Pleasant demeanor
Team building
Professional and mature
Maintains confidentiality
Active listener

Secretary/Marketing Assistant, 08/2009 to Current
Triton Global Petroleum – Fort Lauderdale, FL

Plan and coordinate logistics and materials for board meetings, committee meetings and staff
events.
Order and distribute office supplies while adhering to a fixed office budget.
Coordinated domestic and international travel arrangements, including booking airfare, hotel and
transportation.
Managed office supplies, vendors, organization and upkeep.
Answer and manage incoming and outgoing calls while recording accurate messages.
Open and properly distributed incoming mail.
Maintain a clean reception area, including lounge and associated areas.
Coordinate, schedule and arrange meeting and travel calendars, including business and social
events.
Enter numerical data into databases in a timely and accurate manner.
Produce monthly reports using advanced Excel spreadsheet functions.
Target both offline and online consumers by designing a multi-pronged and comprehensive
marketing strategy.
Enter and assigned new leads using CRM tools.
Devise email strategies, including segmenting strategies, welcome email auto responders and
training drip campaigns.
Collabor with designers and the editorial team on marketing materials.
Coordinate with internal business divisions, agency partners and local vendors to guarantee on
time, cost-effective delivery of all marketing communications materials.
Translate letters, proposals, contracts, and general correspondence to Spanish for Spanish
speaking customers.
Provide a friendly and accurate bilateral and sight interpretation to customers in person and on
the phone.

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

SKILLS

WORK HISTORY



Provide consecutive and bilateral interpretation during company conferences and executive
meetings with Spanish speaking executives and business partners. 

Secretary/Data Entry/Clerk, 04/2009 to 06/2009
Brown Paralegal Services – Fort Lauderdale, FL

Entered numerical data into databases in a timely and accurate manner.
Scanned documentation and entered into the database.
Obtained scanned records and uploaded them into the database.
Organized forms, made photocopies, filed records and prepared correspondence and reports.
Added new material to file records and created new records.
Reviewed and updated client correspondence files and scheduling database.
Scheduled, cancelled appointments and kept organization of calendar. 
Provided friendly and accurate bilateral and sight interpretation to Spanish speaking customers
on the phone and in person. 

Secretary/Data Entry/Clerk, 03/2009 to 03/2009
Ray Tax Services – Tamarac, FL

Entered numerical data into databases in a timely and accurate manner.
Scanned documentation and entered into the database.
Organized forms, made photocopies, filed records and prepared correspondence and reports.
Assisted with receptionist duties, file organization and research and development.
Provided friendly and accurate bilateral and sight interpretation to Spanish speaking customers
on the phone and in person. 

Waitress, 04/2007 to 02/2009
Atlantic Hotel – Fort Lauderdale, FL

Provided outstanding customer service.
Followed company procedures to maintain work environment in a neat and orderly condition.
Performed all food service duties as indicated by the hotel and restaurant policies, to ensure a
pleasant experience to visiting tourists and travelers. 
Assisted Spanish speaking staff with on-going interpretation to understand company policies and
duties to perform. 
Provided friendly and accurate bilateral and sight interpretation to Spanish speaking tourists. 

Waitress , 10/2006 to 12/2007
Sheraton Hotel – Fort Lauderdale, FL

Provided outstanding customer service.
Followed company procedures to maintain work environment in a neat and orderly condition.
Performed all food service duties as indicated by the hotel and restaurant policies, to ensure a
pleasant experience to visiting tourists and travelers. 
Provided friendly and accurate bilateral and sight interpretation for Spanish speaking tourists. 

Associate of Applied Science: Translation and Interpretation Studies, Current
Miami Dade College - Miami, FL
Certificate: 2007
The Luxury Collection Experience (Service Culture Training Course) - Fort Lauderdale, FL
Associate of Arts: Transfered
Broward College - Coconut Creek, FL
Quick Books : Certificate, 2010
Broward College - Davie, FL

EDUCATION


